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Diggle Virginia Business Services Thank you for taking the time out of your busy day to 
give us the Contract and Purchasing workshop. It was 
very informative and your presentation was excellent. 

Mark Lagrimas

Aguilar Tiffany Human Resources Tiffany is very professional and informative. She 
does her part to facilitate success for candidates and 
employees.

Kristina Hannon

Diggle Virginia Business Services Virginia offers support and guidance and helps ensure 
contracts follow a smooth transition toward approval. 
Her knowledge is appreciated!

Kathy Wilson

Gaines Ashley EDCT Thank you for being such a great leader for the EDCT 
Foundation, your vision and knowledge is going to be 
great for our colleges and community.

Brittany Sysawang

Sysawang Stacy EDCT Mrs. Sysawang thank you for always being so 
supportive and helpful when the EDCT Foundation 
are in need, your guidance and support has help us 
achieve many projects

Lucinda Romo

Diggle Virginia Business Services Thank you for being a great mentor and assisting the 
EDCT Foundation, your help is always appreciative. 

Brittany Sysawang

Davis Angela Fiscal Services Angela, Thank you for being so helpful to the EDCT 
Foundation, your guidance and supports have helped 
us so much. 

Brittany Sysawang

Parada Osman TESS Osman is a wonderful person, he is always there to 
assist and Support us here at the EDCT Foundation, 
every time we are in need, he's there in a great timely 
manner.

Brittany Sysawang

Mendez Anna Printing Services Anna has been very helpful in helping me make sure 
my orders were processed correctly. She has reached 
out to me several times just to make sure my orders 
are o.k.

Ernest Guillen
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Alexander Tenille Business Services Thank you for your help with Questica. Your 

professionalism, knowledge and willingness to help 
was sincerely appreciated.

Shari Blackwell

Aguilar Tiffany Human Resources Tiffany does great job on hiring the department staff. 
She is a good communicator, approachable, 
responsive, worked closely with the hiring manager 
and have made the hiring process smoothly and 
painless.  

Hussain Agah

Asamoah Amber Accounting Amber works very hard to maintain our vendors paid 
timely. In several occasions, Amber went extra mile 
working with the county and vendors and addressed 
most of our issues promptly with a big smile.

Hussain Agah

Avila Jose CHC Test Center Thanks for all you do to help students, assist in the 
Test Center and for making our team awesome.

Anonymous

Chavez Ed Custodial Thank you for always being willing to help with 
anything we need and being a team player!  Great job 
Ed!!

Tina Marie Gimple

Dixson Dennis CHC Test Center Thanks for all you do to help students, assist in the 
Test Center and for making our team awesome.

Anonymous

Joseph Roshan CHC Test Center Thanks for all you do to help students, assist in the 
Test Center and for making our team awesome.

Anonymous

Morales Carrita CHC Test Center Thanks for all you do to help students, assist in the 
Test Center and for making our team awesome.

Anonymous

Newton Kelly Office of Instruction Thank you for your professionalism and for always 
being willing to assist.  You rock, Kelly!

Corrina Baber

O'Shaughnessy Vonda DSPS Vonda is a wonderful woman!  She has so much 
kindness in her heart and she cares about her 
students!

Anonymous

Perez Julianne CHC Test Center Being a valued team membr and excellent customer 
service.  She is an asset to the office.

Anonymous

Crafton Hills College
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Ramirez Ruben Marketing Thank you for all the work you do to help out every 

department at CHC.  Your humor, good nature, hard 
work, and intelligence are vital to the college.  You 
will always be a part of our team at the Transfer 
Center!

Brandice Mello

Rojas Daniel Respiratory Care You are an amazing instructor.  You really care about 
your students and are always willing to spread your 
knowledge.  Thank you so much for your dedication!

Anonymous

Simpson Floyd Admissions & Records Floyd has been incredibly patient and helpful as I 
learn to navigate the different processes associated 
with A&R!  Every question I throw his way, he either 
knows the answer, or seeks it out!

Kristina Heilgeist

Villegas Alejandra University Transfer and 
Career Center

Thank you for your hard work and dedication.  We 
appreciate your kindness, creativity, and great work 
with students.  Thank you for being a part of our 
team!

Brandice Mello

Williams Miriam CHC Test Center Thanks for all you do to help students, assist in the 
Test Center and for making our team awesome.

Anonymous

Carlos Ray Student Life Mr. Carlos has been essential in proofing endless 
materials needed for the promotion of Arts, Lectures 
& Diversity Events. Thank You.

Ernest Guillen

Feist John Campus Technology 
Services

John is a never failing source of help and support. He 
goes above and beyond his duties, and has helped 
several times in helping me perform mine as co-chair 
of the Arts, Lectures & Diversity committee.

Ernest Guillen

Fonseca Katherine EOPS For her cheerful helpfulness with our students at 
SBVC.

Raquel Villa

Gonzales Manuel Welcome Center This gentleman helped me get through the 
registration process effortlessly.

Chris Duwel, Student

San Bernardino Valley College
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Gonzales Manuel Welcome Center Manuel was very helpful. He helped me enroll into 

all my classes and I did bug him...lol, but he was 
always ready and willing to help. You need more 
helpers like him in your office.

Ruben I. Sarmiento, 
Student

Gonzales Manuel Welcome Center I needed help with a mix up in classes. Mr. Gonzales 
walked me through personally, step by step with the 
computer. I am computer illiterate and  a disabled 
student. He directed me to the proper Administrative 
Offices to fix my enrollment. 

Randall I. Kouigher, 
Student

Gonzales Manuel Welcome Center I am happy with the service I received from this 
ambassador. He is cheerful, humble and respectful. 
Always attends to the students request.

Charity Okpala, Student

Gonzales Manuel Welcome Center Mr. Gonzales has always been a great help with 
registration information and any online help needed 
within the system for student help.  Please be advised 
that he has been a great avenue to achieve my needs. 
Thank you, Mr. Gonzales 

Laverne Smith Clayton, 
Student

Lee Yvette English Ms. Lee has been essential in proofing endless 
materials needed for the promotion of Arts, Lectures 
& Diversity Events. She does so generously and 
cheerfully. Thank You.

Ernest Guillen

Moody Amanda Student Success Center  Ms. Moody has been essential in processing the 
endless amount of work needed to support Arts, 
Lectures & Diversity events.

Ernest Guillen

Rodriguez Judy Administrative Services Judy is tireless and cheerful in her support of all the 
endless paperwork needed for Arts, Lectures & 
Diversity events.

Ernest Guillen and 
Keynasia Buffong

Rodriguez Maria Del 
Carmen

Student Success Center Ms. Rodriguez has been essential in proofing endless 
materials needed for the promotion of Arts, Lectures 
& Diversity Events. She does so generously and 
cheerfully. Thank You.

Ernest Guillen

Rodriguez Carmen EOPS For going above and beyond for students and staff. Raquel Villa
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Smith David Math Really, he is the best for math instruction. He is very 

nice and polite. He represents Valley College for 
sure!!!

Tracy Sauer, Student
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